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Articles 

Central Asian Turkic Elders 
Past and Present* 

Ilse Laude-Cirtautas (Seattle) 

 
Qadimdan barcha Markaziy Osiyo Turkiy xalqlari orasida yoshi ulug’ 

kattalar “tirik kitob” bo’lib vazifasini o’tab kelgan.  Keksayish, yoki ulg’ayish hamisha 
ham dono bo’lish demakdir.  Shuning uchun kattalardan, ya’ni 50 va undan yuqori 
yoshdagi kishilardan asrlar osha ularning zimmasiga yuklatilib kelinayotgan 
majburiyatlarni bajarish kutiladi va ularga O’zbeklar iborasi bilan aytiladigan:  
“Yuzlaridan nur tomgan nuroniy keksalarimiz” deya ehtirom ko’rgaziladi.  Quyidagi 
fikr-mulohazalar, asosan, Qozoq, Qirg’iz va O’zbek manbalariga tayanilgan holda 
yuziga keldi, hamda nuroniy keksalarning urf-odat, an’ana va  qadriyatlarni yosh 
avlodga yetkazib berishdek burch va vazifalariga alohida e’tibor qaratildi.  Eng 
muhimi, nuroniy keksalar yoshlarni  doimo ajdodlarining ruhi bilan bog’lab turadilar.  
Shuning bilan birga yoshlar dono va nuroniy qariyalardan diyonatli bo’lishni, kamtarlik 
va bag’rikenglikni o’rganadilar.  Shunisi quvonchliki, odob-axloq namunalarini targ’ib 
etuvchi misollar esa xalq og’zaki ijodi va yozma adabiyotda ko’plab uchraydi.  Ayniqsa, 
Markaziy Osiyo Turkiy kahramonlik eposlaridagi qahromonlar yoshlar uchun mardlik 
va bag’ri kengligi namunasiga aylanganlar.  Xalq ertaklari insonlarga, hayvonlar va 
tabiatga nisbatan cheksiz mehr-muhabbatli  bo’lishni da’vat etsa, “Otalar So’zi”, 
maqollar nuroniy keksalar pand-nasihatlarining, o’g’itlarining ta’sirchanligini yanada 
oshiradi.  Maqolaning ikkinchi kismi mustaqillikdan keyingi davri bilan bog’likdir va 
asosan O’zbekistan haqida so’z yuritiladi. 

 Key Terms: Portrayals of Turkic Elders; Generosity; Oral and Written Literature; 
Spirits of the Ancestors; Chingiz Aitmatov 

 

                                                 
*  Dedicated to the respected Central Asian Turkic Elders, foremost to 

Muhammad Ali (1942–), distinguished poet, writer and public servant of Uzbekistan. 
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Introduction 

Common to all Central Asian Turks is the respect for the elders who were the 

“living books” among their nomadic ancestors.  To this day, getting old is “to get wise,” 

a process that is reflected in a prescribed code of conduct for male and female elders.  

Accordingly, elders, i.e. those at the age of fifty and beyond, are expected to fulfill the 

responsibilities placed on them centuries ago and, as a result, are held in high esteem as 

expressed by the Uzbeks with the phrase nuroniy keksalarimiz (our elders with faces 

shining with light).1  In the following discussion, based mainly on Kazakh, Kyrgyz and 

Uzbek sources, special attention will be given to one of the elders’ obligations, namely 

to transmit values, traditions and customs to the younger generation.  Most 

importantly, the elders connect the young with the spirits of their ancestors, believed to 

constantly surrounding the living.  In addition, the young learn from their wise elders 

to be honest, modest and generous.  Fortunately in teaching the young, the elders can 

turn to the Central Asian Turkic languages with their rules of politeness, modesty and 

honesty.  Other important teaching materials, mostly created and preserved by elders, 

are to be found in the oral and written literature, which offer many examples of 

virtuous conduct.  Especially the heroes in the Central Asian Turkic heroic epic songs 

exemplify generosity. Folktales teach kindness to be extended to fellow human beings, 

animals and nature. Proverbs, recognized as the “words of the fathers,” otalar sözü (i), 

aim at strengthening the impact of the elders’ teachings.  

Western Impressions of Central Asian Turks 

Most Western travelers to the Turkic regions of Central Asia have been 

impressed by the dignified conduct of the local young in the presence of elders. This 

was especially observed among Uzbeks.  Professor Edward Allworth, Columbia 

University, traveling in Uzbekistan in the late 1980’s, concluded that the Uzbeks possess 
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a “formidable value structure.”2  He is not the only one who, having been in Uzbekistan 

for a short or longer time, has been touched by what one can only explain as the 

unusual appeal of the Uzbeks.3  Uzbeks themselves might explain it as O’zbekchilik 

(Uzbekness). The term includes not just customs but also attitudes and normatively 

ordained forms of conduct.  Similar rules of proper behavior are found among 

Uzbekistan's neighbors, the Kazakhs and Kyrgyz.  They use the terms (Kaz.) qazaqtïq, 

qazaqshïlïq and (Kirg.) qïrgïzchïlïk to describe compliance with their norms of conduct as 

taught by the elders.  These norms have also been noticed by Russians and others 

serving in the Tsarist colonial administration of the Governor-Generalships of Turkistan 

and the Steppe Provinces.  For example, Count K. K. von Pahlen (1861–1923), a tsarist 

official, noted in 1908 at his arrival at the railroad station of the city of Turkistan: "We 

were struck by the natives' great dignity of bearing and gesture, the flowery and 

picturesque language of the welcoming speeches, the respect and awe of the young for 

their elders, so obvious in every movement…."4  Throughout his stay in the territory of 

the Governorship of Turkistan, Count von Pahlen tried to get to the source of the 

dignified behavior which had impressed him so much.  He found it in the maktabs, the 

religious primary schools, “where the rules of politeness, based on the respect of the 

young for the old, were taught almost daily.”5  However, many aspects of the code of 

conduct as well as customs and traditions still practiced today are rooted in the pre-

Islamic nomadic Turkic culture, later strengthened by Islam and the Islamic perceptions 

of adab "good behavior."6  

The Spirits of the Ancestors 

During the Soviet period (1917–1990) any display of attachment to national, 

ethnic, religious or spiritual values was suspicious, outlawed and even severely 

punished.  Yet the most important aspect of the Turkic value system fortunately 
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survived:  the respect for their elders.  This respect also encompasses the deceased 

elders or, rather, the spirits of the ancestors.  To know the names of one’s seven 

forefathers and their tribal affiliation is still an obligation among present-day Kazakhs 

and Kyrgyz.  The Kyrgyz writer Chingiz Aitmatov (1928–2008) presents in his story The 

White Ship (1970) a young Kyrgyz boy who questions a Kazakh's “Kazakhness” because 

he does not know his seven forefathers: “Atam aytat, adamdar ata-tegin unutu koyso, 

buzulup ketet deyt” (My grandfather says:  “if people forget their ancestors, they [the 

people] will become bad”) because they no longer remember them and follow their 

example. 7  The respect for the elders and for the spirits of the ancestors is definitely one 

of the main reasons for the survival of the Turkic peoples’ traditions, customs and 

attitudes despite Soviet policies of relinquishing them. 

A few years before independence (1991), but especially since then, all Central 

Asian Turkic republics have followed cultural and educational policies of reviving and 

strengthening their ancestral value systems and traditional customs.  One of the most 

ancient, pre-Islamic traditions, observed also as a moral duty among Mongols,8  is the 

obligation to honor the spirits of the ancestors (Uzb. ruh, Kaz, aruaq, Kyrg. arbak).  

Kazakh and Kyrgyz women would offer the spirits specially prepared dishes.9  Epic 

singers (Kaz. jïrau, Kyrg. jomoqchu, manaschï, Uzb. dostonchi, baxshi) believed that in 

singing the life story of a hero, i.e. a heroic epic song, they could bring back the hero’s 

spirit to whom the singer could then appeal for help in healing illnesses and delivery 

from other calamities.10  The belief in the protection by ancestral spirits has also found 

its expression in the refrain of the national anthem of independent Uzbekistan: 

“Ajdodlar mardona ruhi senga yor!” (The spirits of [our] brave ancestors are with you 

[Uzbekistan]!)11  Immediately after gaining its independence, Uzbekistan, despite being 

in a difficult financial situation, started an extensive program of honoring the spirits of 

its religious and secular ancestors by renovating and repairing their gravesites, shrines 
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and mausoleums, which had been neglected during the Soviet period.12  Kazakhstan 

had already begun during the late 1980’s to honor the spirits of its batïrs (heroes), who 

had led uprisings against the Russian colonizers, by offering memorial feasts (as) for 

them.  Such feasts (ash) are also obligatory among the Kyrgyz, but during Soviet 

colonial rule Kazakhs and Kyrgyz had not been allowed to conduct them for the spirits 

of their national heroes.13  In 1995 the Kyrgyz celebrated, in the style of a memorial feast 

(ash), "1000 Years of the Epic Manas", essentially, however, paying respect and 

appealing to the spirit of the hero Manas.  This was evident from the banners in 

Bishkek's streets, invoking Manas' spirit:  “Manas arbagï bizdi saqtasïn!”  (May the spirit 

of Manas protect us!).  We can also quote the words of then President Akaev who closed 

several of his addresses during the celebrations with words like these:  “Ar biribizdi 

Manas atabïzdïn arbagï koldosun!” (May the spirit of our ancestor Manas support each of 

us!).14  In this context one should also mention the Kyrgyz saying:  “Arbaqtï sïylagandï 

Kuday sïylayt” (God honors those who honor the ancestral spirits).15   

Portrayals of Central Asian Turkic Elders 

Much is expected of the Central Asian Turkic elders.  They cannot raise their 

voices, cannot show anger, but must present themselves as wise, generous and kind 

human beings.  In paying homage to the spirits of their ancestors, to observe rituals and 

customs, the young turn to the wisdom and memory of the elders whom they 

respectfully address with “my father/grandfather” or “my mother/grandmother”, 

depending on the elder’s age.  The elderly person greets a young or adolescent boy with 

“my son”, a young girl with “my daughter.”  The young ask the elders for advice, listen 

to them and follow their wise words, earning in this way the blessings only elders can 

extend.16   
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The German writer Herold Belger (1934 –), who grew up in a Kazakh aul (village) 

where he had been deported in 1941 together with other Volga Germans, gives us a 

remarkable description of simple Kazakh elders in his story “Groβvater Sergali” 

(Grandfather Sergali).  He writes:  

An inconceivable, astonishingly deep appeal of kindness, wisdom, and 
humaneness exists in the nature of the Kazakh elders.  With their whole 
life, their kindness, their loving attention they cause to awaken also in our 
souls something good and beautiful.  They just approach you, ask this and 
that, and at once you become uneasy, you become more serious, grown-
up.  And the people in your village become more dear and closer to you. 
… The elders turn into the criterion of your life.  Yes, these elders, they 
become your conscience.  Their blessings one has to earn first, but then 
don’t ever try to destroy their confidence and hope.  All your life there 
will be burning a shame in you, as if you had betrayed your own father.17  

Aspiring young Kazakh writers would say of the revered elderly writer Mukhtar 

Auezov (1897-1961):  “What we especially admired in Auezov was the tender affection 

with which he invariably treated the young.”18 

To fully apprehend the role of the elders one has to view their contributions 

during the Soviet period and soon after independence.  It is they who taught the Turkic 

peoples to survive as Kazakhs, Kyrgyz, Tatars, Turkmen and Uzbeks, despite the fact 

that the Soviets pursued a policy of Russification in all spheres of life.  For the most 

part, the elders guided the young quietly.  But there are examples of courageous elders 

who spoke up publicly.  It is well known that a group of Kazakh, Uzbek and Kyrgyz 

writers struggled for years to have the pre-Islamic New Year, (Uzb.) navro’z, (Kaz.) 

naurïz, (Kyrg.) nooruz, celebrated on the 21st of March, resurrected after the Soviets had 

outlawed its celebration in 1937.19  Another example:  in 1976 the Kazakh Turkologist 

Ismet Kenesbaev (1907–1995) organized the Second All-Union Turkological Conference 

in Almaty, which he opened with the following words:  “We no longer will wait fifty 

years for such an important event for our Turk/Türik people,’’ referring to the first 
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conference of this kind, held in Baku in 1926.20  One of his students, Mirzatay 

Joldasbekov (1937–) connected the Kazakhs with their historical past by translating the 

famous Orkhon Inscriptions, Kül Tegin and Tonyukuk (see in the following), written in 

Old Turkic, into Kazakh verses, thus emphasizing that the prose texts had originally 

been memorial songs.  His translation introduced the historical texts to a large segment 

of the Kazakh population.  Thanks to M. Joldasbekov’s initiative, the texts are being 

displayed in the Museum of Kazakh History in Astana on replicas of the eighth-century 

funeral steles on which the texts were originally inscribed.21  

Immediately after independence in August 1991, elders in all Turkic regions 

responded as educators and scholars in an admirable way to the most urgent need, 

namely producing new school- and textbooks without Soviet/Communist 

indoctrination.22  At the same time they also published didactic (wisdom) literature.23  A 

good example is the Uzbek historian Hamid Ziyoev (1923–), who issued a collection of 

his own didactic stories.24  He and other historians felt obligated to write about the 

Russian/Soviet past from the point of view of the colonized, about their uprisings,  and 

reactions against collectivization and man-made starvations, thus challenging the Soviet 

falsification of historical facts, especially that all non-Russians had voluntarily joined 

Russia and the Soviet Union.25  The respected elderly scholars also recognized the need 

to have texts of oral literature republished without the changes or omissions that Soviet 

censorship had imposed on them.26  Re-publishing the works written by writers and 

poets who had been condemned and executed as “enemies of the people” was another 

keenly felt obligation.27  In addition, there was the need to re-acquaint the population 

with traditions and customs connected with every-day life or life-cycle rituals.28  

Brochures and pamphlets on traditional handicrafts and other national skills also 

started to appear.  Looking back at these remarkable activities, one wonders what 

inspired the elders, scholars and writers among them, to proceed with their work with 
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such foresight and planning.  No doubt, they had not only been thinking about 

independence, but had been actively preparing themselves and others for the day of 

freedom to come.29  When that long-awaited day arrived in August 1991, the authors 

and editors of the above mentioned publications were then able to openly respond to 

the "wake-up calls" of Chingiz Aitmatov, who, in 1980 at the age of fifty-two, had issued 

with his image of the mankurt the most powerful wake-up call to all Central Asians who 

had become or were about to become Russianized and Sovietized, and had forgotten 

their history and who they were.30  The phrase "don't be a mankurt" prompted every 

Central Asian Turk to rediscover his/her national culture and its norms.  Nobody 

wanted to be a mankurt!  Chingiz Aytmatov’s influence on provoking a deep national 

consciousness among the Central Asian Turks and preparing them for independence 

and the tasks thereafter deserves a separate study.   

Elders Teaching Honesty, Modesty and Generosity 

In teaching honesty and modesty, the elders can use first of all the medium of the 

Turkic languages which are agglutinative languages adding suffixes to unchangeable 

stems.  When relating past actions the speaker has to indicate where he/she was when 

the event happened: was the speaker an eyewitness or did he/she hear about it.  In the 

latter case, the speaker has to indicate whether his/her source is reliable or doubtful.  

These distinctions, expressed by using the appropriate suffixes, are important criteria 

for judging a person’s honesty.31  Modesty is best displayed by avoiding the pronoun 

men, “I,” at the start of a sentence.  The first person pronoun should be rendered as a 

suffix in the verb or noun predicative form at the end of the sentence.32  

The most admired and desired quality among Turkic peoples is generosity as 

exemplified and taught by the elders.  To be generous means essentially to be unselfish 

and aware of the needs of others.  Generosity finds its expression in hospitality and 
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kindness.  A generous person is “open-handed”:  (Uzb.) qoli ochiq, (Kaz.) qolï ashïq, 

(Kyrg.) kolu achïk.33  Descriptions of generous people can be found in the earliest written 

Turkic documents of the 8th century, the Orkhon Inscriptions belonging to the second 

period of the Türik/Türük empire.34  The author of one of these records, Bilgä Kaghan, 

the Wise Kaghan (d. 734), eloquently eulogizes his younger brother Kül Tegin (d.731) 

but also gives advice to his people.  His words express a high notion of his obligations 

to them as a Kaghan.  For example, he states:  “… For the sake of the Türik/Türük 

people, I did not sleep at night, I did not rest by day.”35  Other lines describe his 

generosity: "Having made to seat [i.e. been elected as Kaghan],36 I gathered all the poor 

and destitute people together.  I made the poor people wealthy and the few people 

numerous," and then he humbly adds:  "Or, is there any falsehood in these words of 

mine?”37  Giving the reason for his many campaigns, he states:  

In order to nourish the people, I, with great armies, went on campaigns 
twelve times … since I had fortune … may Heaven be gracious!—I 
brought the people to life who were going to perish, and nourished them, 
I furnished the naked people with clothes and I made the poor people rich 
and the few people numerous.38   

Bilgä Kaghan’s words (“I furnished the naked with clothes ….”) describing his care for 

his people have been repeated over centuries, almost word for word, in later epic songs 

to the extent that they have become a standard description of generosity not only 

among Turkic but also Mongolian speakers (see below). 

Generosity is the major character trait the Turkic nomads of the 8th century, but 

also their descendants of later centuries, expected in their leaders and in themselves.39  It 

is noteworthy that the Mongol Khans, too, had to be generous. Chinghiz/Jenghiz Khan 

(1167–1227) “personified for the Mongols the ideal ruler—strict, but just and 

generous."40  Contemporary Mongols said of him: "This prince Temuchin takes off the 
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clothes he was wearing and gives them away; gets off the horse he was riding and 

makes a present of it."41  Babur (1483–1530), a distant descendent of Chinghiz Khan, 

describes in his memoirs a few people with the outstanding quality of generosity, 

among them is his father Umar Shaikh Mirza (1456–1494):  “He was very generous; in 

truth, his character rose altogether to the height of generosity.”42  Amir Temur states in 

his Tuzuklari (Rules of Temur) “that he settled in the hearts of the people on account of 

his generous deeds.”43  He also mentions that he made no decisions without having first 

consulted with knowledgeable elders.44  

Examples of Generosity in Oral Literature 

Central Asian Turkic elders can proudly direct the younger generation to learn 

generosity from the heroes of the epic songs, which the elders themselves might have 

recorded or composed.  To be generous is an absolute obligation for the hero of the 

Central Asian Turkic heroic epics.  The Kyrgyz hero Manas has the attribute ayköl 

“generous” (lit.: moon-lake, to be understood as “bright and wide-open”).  Whatever 

the Turkic hero brings back from his campaigns, he distributes it to all his people.  This 

is unheard of in the medieval European epic songs.  In the Old English epic song 

Beowulf of the eighth century we hear of a rich king “who ruled lands on all sides:  

wherever the sea would take them his soldiers sailed, returned with tribute and 

obedience,”45 but not a word is said about what the king did with the booty other than 

keeping it for himself in his treasury.  The Central Asian Turkic-nomadic tradition of 

generosity leaves us no doubt about a hero’s duty:  returning from his battles, he hands 

all what he has gained over to his people.  When the Kazakh hero Qaradöñ comes back 

to his tribe:  

bärïn de elge beredi,  
jarlïsïn bayγa teñedi46   
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                He gives everything to the people, 
He makes the poor equal to the rich."  

 
Similar lines we read at the end of the Kazakh heroic epos Aysanïñ ulï Axmet (Axmet, 

Son of Aysan):  the hero, returning with his five companions from a battle engagement, 

distributes the animals they had taken from the enemy (Kalmuks) to the hungry of their 

people (Nogays), the orphans and widows, “making the poor equal to the rich.”47  

In addition to distributing the booty to his people, the hero also gives a joyful 

feast, which can last for days.  The home-coming of the hero and the lines mentioning 

his generous acts constitute the traditional ending of the Central Asian Turkic heroic 

epic song.48  As in the Kül Tegin Inscription, the most common expression used to 

symbolize generosity in the epic songs and their related genre, the songs of mourning 

is:  "… and he (the hero) gave clothes to those without clothes and horses to those 

without horses."49  In the Uzbek epic Ravshan, the singer (dostonchi) Ergash Jumanbulbul 

o'gli (1868–1930) describes the generosity of the hero Hasanxon:  “Endi Hasanxon polvon 

Qoraxon podshoning xazina-dafinalarini bo'shatib, elni yig'dirib, ochni to'ydirib, yalang'ochni 

kiydirdi.”  (Now the hero Hasanxon had the treasuries of the Podishah Qoraxon 

emptied, then he let the people gather, had the hungry fed and clothed those without 

clothes.)50  Similarly, in the Uzbek epic Nurali, the hero Go’ro’g’li gives a feast upon the 

safe return of his comrades:  “Turkmanning yurtiga xabar yuborib / Xaloyiqqa endi obi-osh 

berdi. / Qancha qo’yu qancha so’qimlar so’ydi / Ochu yalang’ochning barisi to’ydi” (He 

informed the Turkmen people:  an osh/feast will be given now.  How many sheep, how 

many cattle they slaughtered, all hungry were full and all naked were dressed.)51  Such 

feasts could go on for several days and as explained above, mentioning them constitutes 

the traditional ending of a Central Asian Turkic heroic epic song.  This is also the case in 

the Mongolian epics where the returning hero gives a feast for months and years,52 

meaning that his rule over his people will be like a continuous feast.  
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Generosity is considered the first mark of any good person, not just a leader or 

hero.  Generosity expresses itself in various ways, as mentioned, in hospitality, 

unselfishness and kindness.  Again, we can find examples of these character traits in all 

genres of Turkic oral literature.  Hospitality as an act of kindness and generosity is often 

mentioned in the songs about their life, which oral poets/singers would compose in 

their older years.53  The same songs also emphasize other aspects of exemplary conduct, 

notably the respect for elders, modesty, honesty, self-control and tolerance.54  The 

elderly singers would also raise the general question of what is good and what is evil.  

Many of their lines would become proverbs—another medium of re-enforcing 

traditional values.  

As a rule, blessings (aq bata) and proverbs referred to as atalar so’zi / atalar sözü  

(words of the fathers) should only be pronounced by elders.55  If a younger person uses 

a proverb, he/she has to follow it with the phrase “as the elders say” or “as they (= the 

elders) say.”  Central Asian Turkic folktales, also told by elders, transmit, in addition to 

generosity, the importance of compassion and kindness. Significantly, the new Uzbek 

school books for the second grade, published after the country gained its independence 

in 1991, include folktales under the heading, “Ertaklar yaxshilikka yetaklar” (Folktales 

lead to kindness), understood as kindness not just towards another human being but 

also to animals and nature.56  They also contain chapters on “Tabiatni asrang, avaylang” 

(Protect nature, treat nature with care) and “Qushlar va hayvanlar—bizning do’stimiz” 

(Birds and animals are our friends).57  

Generosity and Advice in Written Literature 

Central Asian Turkic oral and written literature is rich in didactic literature 

emphasizing good behavior and morality in the form of advice.  As mentioned, it was 

this literature on which Uzbek, Kazakh and Kyrgyz elders relied after independence to 
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revive and strengthen traditions and honored customs.  Among the first works to be 

republished was the Qutadgu Bilig (The knowledge of how to become happy"), written 

in 1069/1070.58  Its author Yusuf Khass Hajib had conceived his work as a dialogue 

between a ruler and his vizier. It is the ruler himself, a modest and humble person, who 

initiates the dialogues by asking for advice.  A man, called Aytoldï ("Full moon"), of 

"quiet demeanor, intelligent, and wise of heart," resolves to serve the noble king who 

accepts him as his vizier.59  Thus, a close relationship develops between the two.  It is 

the king who asks questions about how to conduct the worldly affairs of governing for 

the benefit of his people.  Among the advice the king receives are descriptions of how a 

ruler should be and act.  Not surprising, the most desirable quality for a Turkic ruler 

(king, prince or kaghan) is generosity:   

The prince should be generous, yet keep a humble and quiet demeanor. It 
is through generosity that the prince acquires a good name, and it is 
through his name that the world becomes secure.60   

At the end of his work, Yusuf Khass Hajib summarizes his thoughts in an address to his 

readers:  "… I have briefly expounded the various modes of proper conduct, so you 

(who read and understand), may gain a firm foundation for your life.”61  The Qutadgu 

Bilig has been compared to Mir Alisher Nava’i’s (1441–1501) Mahbub-ul-Qulub (The love 

of the hearts).62  Following an ancient Central Asian Turkic tradition, both authors, 

Yusuf Khass Hajib and Alisher Nava’i, wrote their words of advice as spiritual 

testaments at the end of their lives.63  In his afterword Yusuf Khass Hajib laments the 

fact that the wise men he described in his work have no equal among his 

contemporaries, and he asks the question whether there will be ever such men again.64  

We can also detect the same sense of urgency of writing down one’s “life’s wisdom” as 

a final offering to all mankind in Alisher Nava’i’s work.  His language is direct.  His 

criticism is unusually sharp.  He is not focusing on the qualities of an ideal ruler, but on 
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the faults of rulers, administrators, physicians and others lacking the qualities of their 

professions.  His work is divided into three chapters.  The third chapter is especially 

noteworthy, where almost each line of the 124 paragraphs under the heading of 

“Tanbihlar” (Admonitions) presents authoritative advice from an elder in the oral style 

of proverbs.  Indeed, many admonitions were soon accepted as such and are used by 

Central Asian Turkic elders, as for example:  “Tilga ixtiyorsiz / elga e’tiborsiz” (Disregard 

for one’s language, is disrespect for one’s people).65  “Sihhat tilasang ko’p yema / izzat 

tilasang ko’p dema” (If you want health, don’t eat much; if you want respect, don’t talk 

much).66  

In closing our brief discussion about the elders’ role in Central Asian Turkic 

society and literature, we would like to cite the second verse from a hymn Keksalarga 

(To the old) written in 1964 by the distinguished Uzbek poet Erkin Vohidov (1936–), 

when he was twenty-eight years old:    

Keksalik uy doim nurafshon, 
Keksalarga jonimiz qurbon. 

    Uyimizning to’rida bo’ling, 
Tashlab ketmang bizni beomon.67  

 
            Light fills the home an Elder resides, 
          For the Old we sacrifice our lives, 
        Do take the seat of honor in our homes,  

Don’t leave us without your care. 
                        * *  *  *   * * 

Seattle, April 2015 
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51, 66, 108.  Q. Abdullayeva, M. Yusupov, et al.,  O’qish Kitobi, (Tashkent: O’qituvchi, 
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were chosen particularly for young readers to recover Uzbek traditional norms of 
conduct.  The author is known as one of the most influential Uzbek historians.  Soon 
after independence he started to publish his thoughts and observations about the 
Russian/Soviet type of colonialism (see note 24). Excerpts of his memoirs also appeared 
with vivid descriptions of life in Tashkent during the starvation in 1933–1935: “Hayot 
Yo’lim” [The road of my life] in Hamid Ziyoev, Tarixning Ochilmagan Sahifalari 
[Unopened pages of history]. (Tashkent: Mehnat nashriyoti, 2003), 201–226.  See also O. 
Sharofiddinov, Z. Fayzieva and L. Kravets, Hamid Ziyoevning Ilmiy-Pedagogig Faoliyati 
[Hamid Ziyoev’s scholarly and pedagogical activities] (Tashkent: Abdulla Qodiriy 
nomidagi xalq nashriyoti, 2003).  
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(Tashkent: Sharq nashriyoti, 2000).  Scholars in Kazakhstan were similarly engaged in 
making the truth known about the colonial past:  Avtorlar kollektivi  [Collective of 
authors], Almatï 1986–Jeltoqsan [Almaty, December 1986] (Almaty: Däuir baspasï, 1992); 
S. Äbdirayïmov, I. N. Buxonova et al. (compilers), Qazaq qalay ashtïqqa ûshïradï: Qasiretti 
jïldar xattarï [How did the Kazakhs encounter starvation? Letters of the tragic years] 
(Almaty:  Qazaq Universiteti, 1991).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

26.  Soviet censorship did not stop at just changing oral literary texts.  In 1951 
Stalin began a campaign against the heroic epic songs of the Central Asian Turks.  
Under attack were the Kyrgyz epic Manas, the Kazakh Alpamïs, the Uzbek Alpamish and 
the Turkmen Gör-oglï. These epic songs were declared anti-proletarian.  One might say 
that only Stalin’s death in March 1953 saved the national epic songs of the Central Asian 
Turks.  See Muhammad Ali, “Alpomishning qora kunlari” [The dark days of the epos 
Alpomish] in Men ko’rgan Amerika [The America I saw)] by Muhammad Ali (Tashkent: 
Sharq nashriyoti, 2000), 226–229.  See also H. B. Packsoy, Alpamysh: Central Asian Identity 
under Russian Rule (Hartford, Connecticut: Association for the Advancement of Central 
Asian Research. Monograph Series, 1989), 24–28.  About the attacks on the Kyrgyz 
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national epic Manas and its defense by the Kyrgyz, see the detailed article by S. Musaev, 
“Konferentsiya (1952)” in Manas Entsiklopediya, vol. 1 (Bishkek: Kïrgïz Entsiklopediyasïnïn 
bashkï redaktsïyasï, 1995), 305–320.  

27.  Another issue was the re-publishing of authors who might not have fallen 
under official restrictions but who had imposed self-censorship on their works.  In 
general one can say all literary works published during the Soviet period suffered from 
official and self-censorship.  Most authors were eager to have new, uncensored editions 
of their works finally published.   

28.  Among the many works on every-day customs and rituals, mostly pamphlets 
and brochures, see e.g., Anvar Abdusamedov, Bo’ston Shermatova, and Asror Samad, 
Qo’sha Qaringiz! Kuyov-Kelinlar va Quda-Qudag’aylar Risolasi [Grow old together! Rules 
of  (=for) son-in-laws, daughter-in-laws and other in-laws] (Tashkent: “Fan” nashriyoti, 
1993); R. Saidov and M. Ahmedov, eds. Oila bir Gulshanki …[The family is such a rose 
garden…] (Tashkent: O’qituvchi, 1996). Also: Seyit Kenjeaxmetov, Qazaqtïñ Salt-
Dästürleri men Ädet-G’ûrïptarï [Kazakh traditions, customs and manners) (Almaty: Ana 
Tili, 1994); Baljan Xabdina, compiler, Üylenu Toyï, (Wedding feast) (Almaty: Öner, 1992).    

29.  A good example is the group of distinguished Uzbek elders who approached 
the author in Tashkent in May 1972 with the request to have a sister-city relationship 
established between Tashkent and Seattle. What they had in mind was to be able, 
without much interference by Moscow, to send people to Seattle, i.e. to the West, so that 
they could gain knowledge about life outside of the Soviet Union as a preparation for 
independence. Indeed, soon after the signing of the sister-city agreements in January 
1973, Tashkent sent one delegation after the other to Seattle. The first Cabinet of 
Ministers of President Islom Karimov consisted entirely of people who had been in 
Seattle and at the University of Washington, where the author was greatly honored to 
receive them in Denny Hall.    

30.  Chingiz Aitmatov, The Day Lasts More than a Hundred Years, trans. John 
French (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1983), 124–146.  Aitmatov had already 
sent out clear messages of “Awakening Calls” in his previous works, for example in his 
story The White Ship (see note 7).  

31.   A native speaker of Uzbek from Afghanistan told the author shortly after his 
arrival in the U.S. his despair in hearing Americans making statements of past actions 
without indicating whether they had been present or not. Still under the influence of his 
own language/culture, he came to the conclusion that Americans must be either 
supermen or big liars. 

32.  Elders would interrupt the young, who, most likely being influenced by the 
English capitalized “I”, overuse men “I” and tell them: “men-menchilik qilmang!” (Don’t 
say men—men, meaning “do not be an egoist!”), or they might pronounce a proverb: 
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(Uzb.)  men-menga  zavol, kamtarga kamol (To the one saying repeatedly “I”—misery,  
to the modest—the best!)  

33.  Other expressions for “generosity” in Uzbek are (Arab.) saxiylik, (Arab.) 
muruvvat  “compassion, generosity,” (Arab.) himmat “generosity, magnanimity;” 
Kazakh and Kyrgyz use words and phrases of Turkic origin: (Kaz.) qolï ashïq+tïq “open 
handedness”, köñil+di+lik “(open) heartedness, generosity;” (Kyrg.) ayköl  (lit. moon-
lake) “generous”, e.g., ayköl Manas “the generous hero Manas”, ayköldük “generosity”.  

34.  Information on the history of the first and second Türk Empire (552–630; 
680–740) is given in René Grousset, The Empire of the Steppes: A History of Central Asia, 
trans. Naomi Walford. (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1999), 80–114.  
See also D. Sinor and S. G. Klyashtorny  “The Türk Empire”, in History of Civilizations of 
Central Asia: The Crossroads of Civilizations; AD 250 to 750, ed. B. A. Litvinsky, co-eds, 
Zhang Guang-da and R. Shabani Samghabadi Vol. 3 (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass 
Publishers, 1999), 327–347.  

35.  For the original text of the Kül Tigin Inscription in Orkhon Turkic, see Talat 
Tekin, A Grammar of Orkhon Turkic, (Bloomington: Indiana University Publications, 
1968), 231–238; English translation, 261–272.  The citation quoted is to be found on 
pages 267–268.  Please note: the translator, Talat Tekin, being a Turk from Turkey, 
renders the word türük as e.g., in türük bodun always as “Turkish”, “Turkish people” (!)  

36.  Orkhon Turkic, 262. Talat Tekin translates here “having succeeded to the 
throne.”  However, the original text (p. 231) states olurtum which should be read as 
olur- (“to sit”)-t-t+um, “I was made to sit, I was seated.”  This expression is connected 
with the ritual of having the newly elected/selected Kaghan/Khan be seated on a white 
felt rug which was then lifted up by the people participating in the ceremony.  This 
ritual continued among the nomadic Kazakhs and Kyrgyz. See the description of the 
hero Manas being “seated and lifted up” as a Kaghan in Manas: Kïrgïz elinin baatïrdïk 
eposu, vol. 1 (Bishkek: “Kïrgïzstan”, 1995), 398–399; Sagïnbay Orozbakov’s version.  The 
Uzbek expression xon ko’tirildi “The Khan was lifted up,” i.e. “he was installed as Khan” 
is certainly connected with this ritual.  Essentially it has to be understood that the 
kaghan/leader of the nomadic Turks was elected.  Kazakhs consider the election of their 
historical leaders an essential part of their steppe democracy.  The memory about the 
ruler’s election survived in epic songs and folktales, as, e.g., in the Uzbek epos 
Murodxon in: O’zbek Xalq Dostonlari, 2 vols.  (Tashkent: O’zbekiston SSR Fanlar 
Akademiyasi nashriyoti, 1957), 89; “the people gathered to elect a new Khan: “In older 
times we did it this way:  we let the davlat qushi (lit.: state bird: eagle) fly out, and on 
whose head the bird settles, this person would be made the new podsha.” The same 
method of selecting/electing a Khan is told in the Kyrgyz folktale, “Akïlduu kïz” (The 
wise girl) in Kïrgïz El Jomoktoru (Kyrgyz folktales) (Frunze: “Kïrgïzstan”, 1978), 177.  
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37.  Orkhon Turkic, 262 (see above note 35) 
38.  Ibid., 268.  
39.  See E. A. Allworth, “Generosity and Modesty” in The Modern Uzbeks: From the 

Fourteenth Century to the Present; A Cultural History by E. A. Allworth (Stanford, CA: 
Hoover Institution Press, 1990), 20–23 for more about generosity.  

40.  Paul Ratchnevsky, Genghis Khan: His Life and Legacy, trans. and ed. Thomas 
Nivison Haining (Oxford, UK & Cambridge, USA: Blackwell Publishers, 1993), 169.  

41.  W. Barthold, Turkestan Down to the Mongol Invasion, trans. Tatiana Shebunina 
Minorsky, ed. C. E. Bosworth, 3rd ed. (London: Luzac and Company, 1968), 460.  

42.  See the Babur-Nama (Memoirs of Babur), trans. Annette Susannah Beveridge, 
Vols. 1 and 2 in one format (New Delhi: Oriental Books Reprint Corporation, 1970), 15; 
translated from the original Turki text of Zahiru’d-din Muhammad Babur Padishah 
Ghazi. 

43. Temur Tuzuklari. Institutes of Temur. Les Instituts de Temour, eds. and trans. 
Alixon Sog’uniy and Habibullo Karomatov. (Tashkent: G’afur G’ulom nomidagi 
adabiyot va san’at nashriyoti, 1996), 70; translated from the Persian original. 

44.  Ibid., 25–26.  
45.  Beowulf: A New Translation and Introduction, trans. & ed. Burton Raffel (New 

York and Toronto: The New American Library of World Literature, Inc., 1963), x, 23. 
46.  Batïrlar Jïrï [Heroic epic songs], vol. 5, Qïrïmnïñ Qïrïq batïrï: Mûrin jïraudan 

jazïlg’an mûralar [The forty heroes of distant lands. recorded from the legacy of the 
singer Mûrïn] (Almaty: Jazushï, 1989), 196.   

47.   Ibid., vol. 4 (Almaty: Jazushï, 1990), 209. 
48.  Some renditions of Kazakh and Uzbek heroic epics end with words of 

blessing the singer extends to the audience.  However, this is a relatively new trend.  
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